Standard Grade passes of group A school pupils in Scotland (& total Scottish passes) 2000/01 (all pupil passes* n=443,034; deaf pupil passes n=463)

- **Foundation Level**
  - All pupil passes: 13.5% (59,847)
  - Deaf pupil passes: 27.2% (126)

- **General Level**
  - All pupil passes: 41.8% (184,992)
  - Deaf pupil passes: 54.9% (254)

- **Credit Level**
  - All pupil passes: 44.7% (198,195)
  - Deaf pupil passes: 17.9% (83)

*All pupils’ figures taken from “SQA Attainment in Scottish Schools: 2000-01” SEED, 12 March 2002
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Standard Grade passes of group A school pupils in Scotland (& total Scottish passes) 2001/02 (all pupil passes* n=441,531 ; deaf pupil passes n=387 )

*all pupils' figures taken from "school attainment & qualifications of school leavers in Scotland 2001/02" SEED, 25 March 2003